


6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Meeting Summary
Best Bet: Race 7 Dog 1 FAST MINARDI

Next Best: Race 9 Dog 1 ZULU BLAST

Best Value: Race 4 Dog 5 MULTI MATT

Bet Summary

Race Selection Best Price 
Available

Suggested Units

4 5-MULTI MATT $7.00 1.50
6 8-BOOMBURST $9.50 1.00
7 1-FAST MINARDI $2.00 2.50
8 2-EXALTED $9.00 1.25
9 1-ZULU BLAST $3.40 1.50

10 2-PEAKY JOE $3.90 1.25

WHAT ARE YOU REALLY GAMBLING WITH?
For free and confidential support call 1800 858 858

or visit gamblinghelponline.org.au



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 1
Race 1 Mixed 6/7 525m Confidence: Very low

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 PERFECT BLEND $16.00 Back in trip and loves the fence, has each way claims from red draw →
2 MISTER EASY $4.75 Good in recent Bendigo series, first go here but must have claims →
3 SPECTRE BUSTER $6.50 Big odds last time but led and won, similar task here, must include →
4 BLACK OMBRE $6.50 Had all the favours on Thursday, a few more to cross here, unders ↗
5 ETHANOL VOLUME $13.00 Has good stamina but will need luck getting into the clear →
6 AUNT VIRGINIA $5.50 First up, impressive thus far, first look here, market to guide →
7 FOOL'S JOURNEY $17.00 Keen for the fence, this draw a challenge, does have talent ↗
8 ETHANOL WATER $10.00 Has plenty of talent but this draw presents a challenge ↗

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
None
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Tough start here, a fair few wanting to get to the fence early, a bit of early luck and an inner draw will help. 2-MISTER EASY makes his city debut, he's run out the 
500m at Bendigo in decent company but a circle can be a different proposition, he seems to map as well as any. 6-AUNT VIRGINIA resumes, maiden win was very 
good, does have pace outside that could cause her issues. 3-SPECTRE BUSTER won at tidy odds last time, should get a nice run again.

Pretty tight to the market on early prices, clear no-bet race.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 2
Race 2 Mixed 3/4 525m Confidence: Low

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 FEDERAL OUTLAW $11.00 Has good early toe, just wanes late and up against some strong ones →
2 HEFFERNAN BALE $11.00 Everything went right last time, average record here, each way ↗
3 SHIMA CURRENT $2.80 Excellent in better race last week, just needs luck early to win here →
4 SHADOW RIOT $8.00 Racing superbly, is parked outside the speed here so will need luck →
5

6 OX THE MAN $13.00 Impressive his last two, races OK here but last bit tests in this class ↘
7 SHIMA DEB $26.00 Unleashes a big finish but chasing some handy ones, risking →
8 XYLOID BALE $4.50 Tricky draw but is racing so well, have to concede him a chance →

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
None
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Good, even race, fair bit of speed so whoever gets the muster room will have the advantage. 3-SHIMA CURRENT was unlucky in a better race last week, his record 
here is very good and with the check stepping left, there should be just enough room to get mobile and take over into the pens. 8-XYLOID BALE is suited this class, 
iffy draw but must include. 4-SHADOW RIOT is in excellent form, toughest test here, likely covers ground first turn.

Shima Current short enough in the red, smidges of value here and there but happy to sit this out.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 3
Race 3 Hume Cup Ht 1 600m Confidence: High

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 BUDDY MONELLI $3.45 Excels this trip and drawn a treat, the one to beat →
2 TRENDING YALE $4.75 Loves this trip, gets the fence early here, chance with luck first turn ↗
3 DOTTY'S GIFT $21.00 Every hope in weak race last week, pace outside will sort her out ↗
4 BLACK SAIL $16.00 Better run last week, poor record this trip and nasty map, risking →
5 JACKPOT JOAN $21.00 Better suited this trip but middle draw tests, will need to ping →
6 AILEE BALE $10.00 Dominated from inner last two, tougher this draw but must respect →
7 HECTOR FAWLEY $4.50 Star chaser when on his game, likely held deep first turn, unders ↗
8 ASTON MALLE $51.00 Has recaptured some old form of late but up against some fast ones →

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
None
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Quality heat, the inside dogs are strongly advantaged off this map, can see them nicking off through the first turn while the rest sort themselves out. 1-BUDDY 
MONELLI is in cracking form and draws flush here, he gets the room early to boot through and perhaps even hold the front, will be hard to run down. No doubt that 
7-HECTOR FAWLEY is the best dog here, he's got the job ahead from this draw, needs luck. 2-TRENDING YALE gets the soft run back to the fence.

Very tight to the market here, tiny bit of value about Trending Yale, worth watching close to jump time.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 4
Race 4 Hume Cup Ht 2 600m Confidence: Medium

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 TRIUMPH $4.80 No luck resuming, record this trip only fair but can finish hard →
2 RAIDER'S GUIDE $6.50 Quality Tasmanian, maps well, must have a case →
3 LOCKED ON SCOTCH $5.50 Plain last time, better off this trip, should race forward, keep safe →
4 APACHE SHOUT $26.00 Better off in this distance range but needs to lift on recent runs →
5 MULTI MATT $4.25 Racing superbly, has the wheels to lead here, very hard to beat →
6 FUNNY OLD FELLOW $21.00 Unproven at the journey and needs first turn luck, rather oppose →
7 VALOR BALE $17.00 Can go quick when conditions suit but tested when drawn wide →
8 GARRY STUN ON $13.00 Been putrid the last month, excellent prior, must fly the lids ↗

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
5-MULTI MATT, 1.50 units @ $7.00
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Prety even heat but a couple look to get the nice runs. 5-MULTI MATT has been excellent in very good class, might have won in FFA last start, should be able to lead 
these and be the one to beat. 1-TRIUMPH is perfectly drawn and has the 2 & 3 likely to give him some room to punch through when he finds his feet, will be 
finishing hard. 3-LOCKED ON SCOTCH showed plenty of promise here in September and should be able to race forward.

Market keen on the Tassie, happy to back 5-MULTI MATT at a nice each-way quote.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 5
Race 5 Hume Cup Ht 3 600m Confidence: Medium

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 HELLO PA $10.00 No luck early last week, up in trip but looks suited, solid hope ↗
2 JARICK BALE $9.00 Grand veteran getting fitter, gets the rail early, never write him off →
3 ANDRE BALE $3.20 Led and dominated in good class latest, in great form, good hope →
4 STOUT MONELLI $4.25 Races well here, tricky middle draw but possible cart over, consider →
9 HOLY WRECK $101.00 Honest but outclassed in this company →
6 ASTON LUCIANO $8.50 Facing his toughest test from tricky draw, needs luck early →
7 AMRON DAN $10.00 Enigmatic character, poor wide-box record, have to oppose →
8 RHINO BALE $81.00 Honest chaser but not winning from gun draws, have to oppose wide →

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
None
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Another even heat, but happy to lean to 3-ANDRE BALE off the map, he's got the best early toe and should be punching through to lead first turn, he was 
outstanding last week and this is no tougher really. 4-STOUT MONELLI might get a lovely cart over from the white and sit close in the run, he has a very fast win over 
this trip, warrants respect. 6-ASTON LUCIANO is the new blood, another that might get a cart into it, has to be a query in this class.

Right on the market here, no value to be found.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 6
Race 6 Hume Cup Ht 4 600m Confidence: Medium

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 MINTER FROST $9.00 Off a little break, has a good win here and nice draw, keep safe →
2 KORDA $9.00 Back in trip after middling win last week, good animal when right →
3 YOUR COLOUR ROOM $4.50 Progressive stayer, this as tough as he's seen but he'll give a sight →
4 RIPPIN' GRACE $5.00 Bombed the start last week, better for that and longer trip suits →
5 RESPONDER $9.00 Decent run last week, untried this trip and cops a tough draw, risking ↘
6 GREAT GUY $16.00 Sound enough over shorter last week, tough draw, others preferred →
7 UDITA BALE $34.00 Broke a long drought last week, tough ask to repeat →
8 BOOMBURST $6.50 Talented hound parked deep again, OK this class latest, keep safe →

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
8-BOOMBURST, 1.00 units @ $9.50

WHAT ARE YOU REALLY GAMBLING WITH?
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Hard race, what pace there is comes from the outer, the yellow getting off the fence, could be messy. 3-YOUR COLOUR ROOM can step quickly on occasion and 
would be devilishly hard to get past if he found the front, very talented animal, will keep coming. 4-RIPPIN' GRACE missed the start last week, first go here but has 
plenty of talent and in good hands. 8-BOOMBURST unlucky to get the pink again but should have the wheels to cross and lead.

The white dished up very short, happy to back the leader in 8-BOOMBURST and hope for trouble behind.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 7
Race 7 Hume Cup Ht 5 600m Confidence: Very high

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 FAST MINARDI $1.50 Brilliant on Thursday, longer trip and draw in his favour, yes →
2 ZIPPING ORLANDO $7.00 Ultra-professional, hasn't really fired in Melbourne yet but respect →
3 MRS. AVENGER $21.00 Big win Wednesday but this significantly harder, place preferred →
4 MAGIC EYELINER $501.00 Unlikely →
5 KAI BALE $17.00 Average from tricky draw latest, this alley no picnic, needs luck →
6 NANGAR ROCKET $34.00 Good Sydney chaser, cops a tricky draw here, prefer to watch ↘
7 WHEEL AND GO $21.00 Racing well in similar grade, tough ask this draw, each way claims →
8 WARRINGAH BALE $201.00 Racing well but well up in grade and will settle back and wide here ↗

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
1-FAST MINARDI, 2.50 units @ $2.00

WHAT ARE YOU REALLY GAMBLING WITH?
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or visit gamblinghelponline.org.au

Incredible performance by 1-FAST MINARDI over the shorter trip last start, he's better suited this distance, drawn the prime red alley and finds a race without much 
early speed, what's not to like? 2-ZIPPING ORLANDO is a very classy customer, just hasn't fired in Melbourne in his various trips here, he gets every chance from this 
draw. 5-KAI BALE can finish hard but he's got traffic issues from this middle draw.

1-FAST MINARDI odds against is a definite bet.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 8
Race 8 Silver Bullet 525m Confidence: Medium

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 FRED ROSE $4.75 Zero luck last two, should get the room he needs here, top pick →
2 EXALTED $5.00 No luck in Cranbourne Cup, heat win was good, leads, keep safe →
3 TINKER NORM $8.00 Topliner fresh, tricky draw for him but has obvious claims →
4 AUSSIE ROCKS $6.50 Loves this venue and should get room to race forward here, respect →
9 AWESOME AVENGER $11.00 Good run last start, has good muster but pace outside a worry →
6 UMBERTO $11.00 Very good dog but posted wide here, needs to fly the lids ↗

10 MAKE NO PROMISE $13.00 In top form but this draw a concern, will need some fortune ↗
8 LANDYN BALE $19.00 Elite early toe and has won from this box, needs to step clean ↗

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
2-EXALTED, 1.25 units @ $9.00

WHAT ARE YOU REALLY GAMBLING WITH?
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or visit gamblinghelponline.org.au

Deep field, anything could win with a bit of luck, lots of early speed with a few crossing from wide, should be enough early jamming to slow them up for 1-FRED 
ROSE to feature prominently, he'll need a bit of fortune to get through but he's proving very hard to stop once he gets up a head of steam. 2-EXALTED gets the best 
map, plenty of early room before the crashers arrive, he can boot through and lead. 4-AUSSIE ROCKS never runs a bad race.

Extremely even market, fancy the value is with 2-EXALTED, good each-way odds for the likely leader.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 9
Race 9 Grade 5 525m Confidence: High

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 ZULU BLAST $2.55 Luckless last two, back to suitable class, very hard to beat →
2 RUNNIN' DYNASTY $8.50 Overdue for another win and finds a nice map here, each way ↗
3 ZIPPING CALEB $5.00 Quality youngster, can be tardy early so will need luck, keep safe →
4 DEDALUS DIGGLE $17.00 Up against it in this line--up →
5 WINSTON TOWN $16.00 Needs weaker to be any chance at this trip →
6 DARK LABEL $21.00 Handy effort from middle box latest, will need luck to be winning →
7 YACHI BALE $12.00 Decent draw for him but you'd have to be very forgiving →
8 WEBLEC WOLF $26.00 Finding this class a challenge from wide draws, see again →

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
1-ZULU BLAST, 1.50 units @ $3.40

WHAT ARE YOU REALLY GAMBLING WITH?
For free and confidential support call 1800 858 858

or visit gamblinghelponline.org.au

Looks a race in two, happy to be with 1-ZULU BLAST off the draw and map, barring an immediate haircut he should get the room he needs early to muster up and 
find a nice spot first turn and as long as he settles clear and in front of 3-ZIPPING CALEB, he's probably the value. The white comes down from NSW with a good 
record, has excellent mid-race toe but first go here and slowly away, will need fortune. 2-RUNNIN' DYNASTY keeps running well, place hope again.

1-ZULU BLAST comes up quite backable with Zipping Caleb favourite in early markets.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 10
Race 10 Grade 5 525m Confidence: Very high

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 MONEY OWES $3.00 Races OK here and enjoys an inner draw, hard to hold out →
2 PEAKY JOE $2.80 Ran well through Launching Pad, maps well here, each way claims →
3 CINNAMON DUST $10.00 Remarkable win two back, form either side is just fair, rough hope →
4 SPRING CASPER $26.00 Only recent wins are at Horsham, tested in this company →
5 QUESTED BALE $13.00 Hasn't fired since win here in September, would need to lead →
6 ZIPPING CRUSADER $17.00 Hasn't won since June, fair form this sort of class, place hope →
7 UNIQUE DESTINY $61.00 Solid first go here last time but this is stronger, rather risk →
8 RAVEN NIGHTHAWK $51.00 Recent form is not strong and wide draw against ↗

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
2-PEAKY JOE, 1.25 units @ $3.90

WHAT ARE YOU REALLY GAMBLING WITH?
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or visit gamblinghelponline.org.au

Inside two look to have a bit on them, 2-PEAKY JOE the upside dog, has a slight early speed advantage over the red and if it can cross will force it to work, he'll be 
vulnerable late and 1-MONEY OWES has the seasoning to finish off the better, particularly if he can go underneath rather than around, so the start will be all 
important. 3-CINNAMON DUST best of the rest on the basis of a top win over Lure Of Kilkenny, her form otherwise is fairly plain.

2-PEAKY JOE at $3.80 looks very generous in this line-up, can't imagine it'll last very long.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 11
Race 11 Grade 5 525m Confidence: Medium

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 SHANLYN WILDE $9.00 Not one of mine →
2 OREGON CALDWELL $2.60 Lightly raced and a winner here in metro grade, just needs luck early ↗
3 HIERARCHY $8.00 Decent run here last time, possible leader, each-way claims ↗
4 KRYSTAL BALE $21.00 Very ordinary record in town, have to oppose from middle draw →
5 PEACOCK $15.00 Very hard to follow these days, his best would give these windburn ↗
6 SNOWMAN $51.00 Been just fair since coming to Melbourne and this draw no help →
7 JAMIE BALE $5.50 Won this class Thursday and this certainly no stronger, good hope ↗
8 JYE'S JET $16.00 Has early toe but needs the fence, risking out here ↗

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
None

WHAT ARE YOU REALLY GAMBLING WITH?
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or visit gamblinghelponline.org.au

Can't quite get a bet off for Oregon Caldwell at this stage, hope for some sort of drift later.

Not a strong race and it seems to set up nicely for 2-OREGON CALDWELL, he just needs to duck under the red early and he'll then get the gun run, only start number 
12 and already twice a winner this venue, has upside, clear top pick. 3-HIERARCHY can lead here and give a sight, he just struggles to finish off at this trip. 7-JAMIE 
BALE won a late-card Grade 5 on Thursday night, tougher draw here but certainly has upside himself and will be in the market.



6 November 2023 - The Meadows - Race 12
Race 12 Grade 5 525m Confidence: Low

Box Runner Price* Comment
1 IBERIA BALE $3.80 Did the job in similar class Thursday and should get her chance again ↗
2 MINTY BOX $7.50 Placed two of four here, can lead, has a case in this line-up →
3 WILLA BALE $5.00 Solid effort this grade Thursday, needs some luck getting clear ↗
4 TINKER FRAN $13.00 Likely needs weaker to be winning →
5 OUR JOJO $8.50 Far too good on Wednesday, this a different level but is improving →
6 FAT BOY'S FLYING $61.00 On city debut, yet to feature beyond 425m, must be a risk ↗
7 LAMIA ERNIE $17.00 OK at Sandown recently but wide draw is a test for him ↗
8 ANGUS KEEPING $7.50 Fairly well suited this draw but hasn't won in town for a while →

* Rated prices to 100%

Race summary:

Market summary:

Suggested bets:
None

WHAT ARE YOU REALLY GAMBLING WITH?
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or visit gamblinghelponline.org.au

Inside dogs look to dominate again, hard to fathom that 1-IBERIA BALE could win two metro races in four days but the grader and box draw has been kind to her, 
this no harder than she beat on Thursday and she should get every chance. 3-WILLA BALE can whack away on the fence and certainly be a winning chance in this 
field. 2-MINTY BOX can lead her up and be the one to catch, no question he's a query late at this trip but so are many of his opponents.

Very tight to the market here, no value, no bet.
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